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Abstract—Extremely low magnitude mechanical stimuli~,10
microstrain! induced at high frequencies are anabolic to tra
cular bone. Here, we used finite element~FE! modeling to
investigate the mechanical implications of a one year mech
cal intervention. Adult female sheep stood with their hindlim
either on a vibrating plate~30 Hz, 0.3 g! for 20 min/d, 5 d/wk
or on an inactive plate. Microcomputed tomography data o
cm bone cubes extracted from the medial femoral condy
were transformed into FE meshes. Simulated compressive l
applied to the trabecular meshes in the three orthogonal d
tions indicated that the low level mechanical intervention s
nificantly increased the apparent trabecular tissue stiffnes
the femoral condyle in the longitudinal~117%, p,0.02),
anterior–posterior ~129%, p,0.01), and medial-latera
~137%, p,0.01) direction, thus reducing apparent strain ma
nitudes for a given applied load. For a given apparent in
strain ~or stress!, the resultant stresses and strains within tra
culae were more uniformly distributed in the off-axis loadin
directions in cubes of mechanically loaded sheep. These
suggest that trabecular bone responds to low level mecha
loads with intricate adaptations beyond a simple reduction
apparent strain magnitude, producing a structure that is st
and less prone to fracture for a given load. ©2003 Biomedi-
cal Engineering Society.@DOI: 10.1114/1.1535414#

Keywords—Bone adaptation, Mechanical stimuli, Mechanic
strain and stress, Mechanical properties, Finite element mo
ing, Bone formation, Osteoporosis, Noninvasive.

INTRODUCTION

Mechanical parameters believed to guide bones’ ad
tive process to mechanical stimuli, such as str
magnitude,16,25 strain rate,10,19 strain energy density,3 or
strain gradients,4,9 have been associated with large ma
nitude mechanical signals. More recently, however,
have shown that extremely small magnitude mechan
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stimuli, inducing strains of less than 10 microstrain~m«!
in the bone matrix, will increase bone formation whe
applied at high frequencies~.20 Hz!.21,24 In contrast to
many high-impact physical exercise interventions th
are unsuitable for patients with fragile bones, the clinic
potential of these high-frequency mechanical stimuli
treat and prevent osteoporosis is promising because
their extremely small magnitudes. For any anabolic
tervention to be relevant to the clinic, however, it
important to demonstrate its ability to improve the m
chanical outcome of the treatment, as it has been lear
that an increase in bone quantity does not necessa
lead to a mechanically more competent bo
structure.20,28 Using mechanical compression tests, w
have recently verified that a one-year mechanical in
vention involving a low magnitude mechanical stimulu
applied for 20 min per day, will increase trabecular bo
stiffness in the femoral condyles of sheep.23 The mecha-
nism by which the bone achieved this increase in st
ness, however, was not immediately clear.

In the study reported here, we used finite elem
~FE! modeling to more completely characterize the ma
ner in which morphological adaptations of trabecu
bone to mechanical vibration influence the resulta
strain and stress environment of the trabeculae un
load. Specifically, we tested whether simulated FE te
ing of trabecular bone cubes from vibrated and cont
animals produces similar increases in apparent stiffn
as previously collected from mechanical testing a
asked how strain and stress magnitudes within the tra
culae are affected by the adaptations of bone volume
architecture.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Design

Adult female sheep~Warhill, intact ewes, 60–80 kg!,
6–8 years of age, were randomized into experimen

-



13Mechanical Adaptations to Vibrations
FIGURE 1. „a… Trabecular bone cubes were harvested from the medial condyle with careful considerations of the anatomy. A
Äanterior, P Äposterior, L Ä longitudinal. „b… Direct conversion of mCT data from a central region of the „8.7 mm …

3 trabecular
bone cube to a finite element mesh „68 mm mesh size ….
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and age-matched control animals (n59, each!. Experi-
mental sheep stood with their hind limbs on a vibrati
plate oscillating at 30 Hz with peak accelerations of 0
g (1 g59.8 ms22), for 20 min per day, five days pe
week. For the remaining time of the day, experimen
animals ~like their age-matched controls! were allowed
to freely roam a pasture area. Following a one-year
perimental intervention, the animals were euthanized
an overdose of a saturated barbiturate and the fem
were harvested. Using a water-cooled diamond wa
saw, a 1 cmcube was cut from the medial condyle of th
left femur with the longitudinal axis of the femur form
ing a 45° angle with the longitudinal faces of bone cu
@Fig. 1~a!#. The location of the cube within the condy
was primarily determined by the limited amount of tr
a

becular bone available to harvest a 1 cmcubed specimen
of bone. In the case of excess trabecular bone, the c
was centered within the medial condyle. The experim
tal design of this study is reported in more deta
elsewhere.22,23 All procedures were reviewed and ap
proved by both the Stony Brook University and Colora
State University animal care committees.

Finite Element Modeling

Each bone cube was scanned in a microcompu
tomography scanner~mCT 20, Scanco Medical, Switzer
land! at a nominal isotropic resolution of 34mm26 and
filtered and globally thresholded to accurately reconstr
the trabecular microarchitecture@Fig. 1~b!#.17 A volume
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14 JUDEX et al.
of interest was chosen (8.738.738.7 mm3) to reduce
boundary artifacts. To limit the computational requir
ments of the FE analyses, themCT voxel data were
resampled at an isotropic size of 68mm prior to convert-
ing the three-dimensional bone volume directly in
hexahedron-based FE meshes29 using previously pub-
lished code1 @Fig. 1~b!#. This voxel size was the highes
resolution available within the limits of the comput
tional resources available~Cray supercomputer!. The
mesh fractal number30 ~f ! was calculated for each bon
cube to ensure a general adequacy of the FE mesh r
lution; f 5 ln(8*number of elements* number of nodes)/
ln(2). For our specimens, the mean of mesh fractal nu
bers was 2.52~range: 2.40–2.63! falling above the rec-
ommended minimal mesh fractal number of 1.83 for
rod-like architecture and 2.42 for a plate-like architectu
~the maximal mesh fractal number is 3.0 for a hexa
dron model!. Although a fractal number above the re
ommended minimal values does not guarantee a 10
accuracy, particularly at the microstructural level, it i
dicates a reasonable mesh resolution given the comp
tional constraints.

FE analyses simulated axial compression tests of e
trabecular bone cube in three orthogonal directions; l
gitudinal, medial–lateral, and anterior–posterior. A fix
displacement boundary condition was chosen, resul
in perfect axial compression; all nodes at the bon
platen interface were constrained in the plane of
platen. This boundary condition was chosen to mimic
boundary conditions that occurred during mechani
testing of the bone cubes as friction at the platen–b
interface was high for our setup. To test for the effect
this assumption, we compared the magnitudes of
elastic modulus of all trabecular bone cubes~in the lon-
gitudinal direction! between fully constrained and unco
strained boundary conditions.

Mechanical testing of the specimens was simula
under displacement control of the platens to mimic m
chanical testing conditions. Bone material propert
were assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic wi
tissue elastic modulus of 5 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio
0.3. An arbitrary displacement of 1% strain was appl
to the top platen. The apparent elastic modulus of
bone cubes,E, was calculated asE5F/(A•«) whereF
is the reaction force at the bone–platen interface due
the applied strain level,A is the total surface area of th
bone–platen interface, and« is the applied 0.01 strain
~1%!.

To determine the effect of altered bone quantity a
microarchitecture~e.g., connectedness! on strain and
stress magnitudes of elements within the trabecular b
cube, the strain and stress state including normal
shear components for the three anatomical directi
were calculated in each of the approximately one milli
-

-

h

f

finite elements per bone sample. To simplify furth
analysis, the number of strain and stress data points
limited to 10,000 per bone cube each by re-sampl
each data set at a constant interval~i.e., a strain or stress
histogram for a given group of sheep contained@number
of animals310,000# data points consisted of a total o
70,000 data points for control sheep and 80,000 d
points for experimental sheep. This representative d
subset was used to determine skewness in the strain
stress distributions of control and experimental trabecu
bone cubes as well as for calculating mean stress le
in the bone cubes by averaging the absolute values o
elements~i.e., no distinction was made between tens
and compressive stresses!.

Calculations of anisotropy levels of the bone cub
were derived from trabecular structural data as well
from simulated mechanical tests. Structural anisotro
based onmCT data was computed by mean interce
lengths ~MIL !,6 while mechanical anisotropy based o
FE data was computed as the ratio of the smallest
largest elastic modulus~E! in two orthogonal directions.
Because of the arbitrarily chosen magnitudes for the
sue elastic modulus and the strain applied to the b
cubes, strain element data were normalized to the app
apparent strains and tissue stresses were normalized
the applied apparent stress as referent. To calculate
apparent stress, the bone area at the interface with
and bottom platen was averaged. Thus, the prese
strain distributions reflected the response of the tis
elements to a given apparent strain while the stress
tributions reflected the response to a given appar
stress. For both strain and stress distributions, the m
nitude of the arbitrary tissue elastic modulus and
magnitude of the applied~apparent! strain had no effect
on the normalized output data because of the linearity
the FE model.

Statistics

The differences in mechanical properties as well
skewness of microstructural strain and stress distri
tions, between control, and experimental sheep cu
were evaluated with one-tailedt tests. One-tailedt tests
were chosen over two-tailedt tests as, based on previou
data on the anabolic nature of low-level mechani
stimuli, the hypothesis of this study was that appli
vibrationsenhancemechanical properties. A single-facto
analysis of variance~ANOVA ! followed by a Tukeypost
hoc test was used to compare mechanical properties
tween the three loading directions. Coefficients of det
mination (r 2) determined the correlations between stru
tural and mechanical indices. Data analysis w
performed in the statistical software packageSPSS for
Windows 9.0. The significance level was 0.05 and
data were presented as mean6SD.
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15Mechanical Adaptations to Vibrations
RESULTS

During the course of the experiment, one experim
tal sheep died for reasons unrelated to the mechan
loading protocol and two trabecular bone cubes fr
control sheep were eliminated from the analyses in
study due to technical difficulties associated with t
precision required for cutting the cubes for mechani
testing. The trabecular bone cubes used for FE mode
were identical to the ones subject to mechanical tes
in a recent study.23 The structural three-dimensionalmCT
data have been reported elsewhere.23 For the animals
used in this study, micro-CT determined trabecular bo
volume ~BV/TV ! of femoral bone cubes was 15% (p
,0.02) greater in mechanically stimulated sheep rela
to control sheep.

Simulated mechanical compression tests using fi
element modeling revealed a strong anisotropy betw
the three orthogonal directions within the control trab
cular bone cubes. Compared to the apparent stiffnes
the medial–lateral direction, trabecular bone cubes
control sheep were 57% (p,0.007) stiffer in the
anterior–posterior direction and 114% (p,0.001) stiffer
in the longitudinal direction~Fig. 2!. Low level mechani-
cal vibration for 20 min/d caused a significantly grea
apparent trabecular stiffness in all three loading dir
tions. The apparent trabecular elastic modulus in vibra
sheep was 17% larger in the longitudinal directionp
,0.02), 29% larger in the anterior–posterior directi
(p,0.01), and 37% larger in the medial–lateral dire
tion (p,0.01) ~Fig. 2!. Comparing the longitudinal elas
tic moduli between constrained and unconstrain
boundary conditions, we found that the absolute val
of the elastic modulus were 5.1% higher under unc
strained condition in both the control and the experim
tal group. The relative difference in the elastic modu
between control and experimental bone cubes, howe

FIGURE 2. Apparent elastic tissue modulus expressed as
percentage of the arbitrarily chosen tissue elastic modulus
for control and vibrated sheep in the three loading directions
„mean¿SD…. Statistically significant differences between ex-
perimental and control moduli are denoted by asterisks. AP
Äanterior–posterior direction; ML Ämedial–lateral direction.
l

,

was identical~17.4%! for both boundary conditions. Be
cause of the inverse proportional relation betwe
changes in the elastic modulus and changes in st
magnitude for an applied stress, the larger elastic mo
lus of experimental bone cubes would cause a reduc
in apparent strain magnitude for any given load by 15
22%, and 27%, in the longitudinal, anterior–posteri
and medial–lateral direction, respectively.

The elastic moduli obtained previously from a m
chanical testing protocol23 were moderately correlate
with elastic moduli calculated by FE testing in the lo
gitudinal direction (r 250.56) but only poor correlations
were found in the anterior–posterior (r 250.35) and
medial–lateral direction (r 250.01). When correlations
were performed separately for data from control a
mechanically stimulated sheep, the coefficient of de
mination significantly increased for control samples
the medial–lateral direction. For all directions,r 2 values
for control vs. experimental were: 0.57 vs. 0.33~longi-
tudinal!, 0.33 vs. 0.44~anterior–posterior!, 0.64 vs. 0.13
~medial–lateral!.

The elastic modulus obtained from FE loading f
each bone cube~control and experimental! in the longi-
tudinal ~weightbearing! loading direction was highly cor-
related with trabecular bone volume fraction (r 250.97,
Fig. 3! as well as trabecular bone pattern factor,5 a mea-
sure of connectedness (r 250.90) that was 37% larger in
experimental than in control cubes. Furthermore, th
were moderately high correlations between the structu
anisotropy determined by MIL and the mechanical a
isotropy that was determined by the ratios of the elas
modulus from FE analyses in the three anatomical dir
tions (r 250.64– 0.71, Fig. 4!.

To test whether the adaptation of the trabecular bo
structure to the high-frequency mechanical signal

FIGURE 3. Correlation between bone volume fraction „BVÕ
TV… of each trabecular cube and its longitudinal elastic ap-
parent modulus from FE expressed as percentage of the
arbitrary tissue modulus.
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16 JUDEX et al.
FIGURE 4. Correlation between the structural and mechani-
cal anisotropy. Anisotropies were calculated as ratios of MIL
„structural … and elastic moduli „mechanical … between the lon-
gitudinal and medial–lateral direction „longitudinal ÕML…, the
longitudinal and anterior–posterior direction „longitudinal Õ
AP…, and the anterior–posterior and medial–lateral direction
„APÕML….
volved changes beyond a reduction in apparent st
magnitude to a givenload, the control and experimenta
bone cubes were subject to a given apparentstrain mag-
nitude. During this loading, less than 19% of all bo
elements experienced strain magnitudes that were gre
than the apparent input strain, independent of the app
loading direction or experimental group~Fig. 5!. In all
three loading directions, application of the same appar
strain magnitude to all cubes led to strainswithin the
cubes that were more evenly distributed throughout
elements of trabeculae in experimental bone cubes~Fig.
5!; there were fewer elements in cubes harvested fr
mechanically stimulated animals that were subject to
tremely low normal strain magnitudes and more eleme
that were subject to intermediate strain levels. Quant
tively, the adaptations in bone morphology reduc
skewness in the microstructural strain distributions~his-
tograms! of vibrated bone cubes by 14% (p,0.04) in
the medial–lateral~ML ! and by 24% (p,0.008) in the
FIGURE 5. Histogram displaying the average percentage of elements subject to a range of normal strain magnitudes in the
loading direction when control and experimental bone cubes were loaded at a given arbitrary input strain magnitude. Normal
strain magnitudes generated within the bone elements „«0… were normalized to the input apparent strain magnitude „«1… to
eliminate the dependency of the results on the applied strain magnitude. Elements with a value of 1.0 are subject to the
apparent strain magnitude. All cubes were strained in the „a… medial–lateral „ML…; „b… anterior–posterior „AP…; and „c… longitu-
dinal „L… direction.



17Mechanical Adaptations to Vibrations
FIGURE 6. Difference in stress distributions of loaded trabecular bone cubes from either control or experimental sheep. As
stress magnitudes generated within the bone elements „s0… were normalized to the input apparent stress magnitude „s1…,
output data are the equivalent stress responses in the tissue elements to a given applied stress rather than a given strain „as
in Fig. 5 …. All cubes were loaded in the „a… medial–lateral „ML…; „b… anterior–posterior „AP…; and „c… longitudinal „L… direction.
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anterior–posterior~AP! direction while the strain distri-
butions of both control and experimental sheep w
highly symmetrical in the longitudinal~L! direction ~see
Fig. 7!.

When normal stresses generated in the elements w
normalized to the apparent stress magnitude~thus simu-
lating the response of the trabecular structure to an
plied apparent stress magnitude rather than an appa
strain magnitude!, peak stress levels within trabeculae
vibrated bone cubes were decreased and more elem
experienced intermediate rather than very high or v
low stresses~Fig. 6!. Similar to the shift in strain distri-
butions responding to a given apparent strain input,
skewness of the stress distributions in response t
given stress was reduced in vibrated bone cubes in
~14%, p,0.04) and AP~24%, p,0.009) directions but
not in the L direction~Fig. 7!. When averaged across a
elements, stress magnitudes in bone cubes from vibr
sheep compared to controls were smaller by 1%, 5
and 3% ~ML, AP, L!. The average stress magnitude
the 10% of elements that were stressed the most wi
the trabecular structure, was 11%~ML !, 13% ~AP!, and
e

-
t

ts

d

4% ~L! smaller in trabeculae that were subjected to
low level mechanical stimulus.

Peak shear strain and stress magnitudes in individ
trabeculae were negligible compared to normal str
~stress! magnitudes and the differences in the distrib
tions between control and experimental bone cubes w
smaller.

DISCUSSION

This study provided a demonstration of how tiss
strains and stresses are affected by the adaptation
trabecular bone to very low magnitude, high frequen
mechanical signals. Simulated compressive loads w
applied to cubes harvested from the medial femo
condyle and finite element analyses evaluated the ap
ent and microstructural outcome of a one-year mecha
cal intervention using these mechanical stimuli. As co
pared to control bones, 20 min of mechanical loading
day significantly increased apparent stiffness in all th
anatomical directions and reduced peak stresses~and
strains! generated within trabeculae for a given compre
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18 JUDEX et al.
sive load. Furthermore, bone remodeling in response
the mechanical loading regime induced adaptations
went beyond reducing peak stress magnitudes in off-a
loading directions with more elements assuming interm
diate ~rather than low or high! strains and stresses acro
trabeculae.

For the simulated loading of the finite eleme
meshes, we did not attempt to replicate thein vivo load-
ing conditions during habitual loading but used simp
axial compression tests instead that allowed us to dif
entiate the adaptive response between the three orth
nal directions of the bone cubes. The largest differen
in trabecular bone stiffness between control and m
chanically stimulated sheep occurred in the two dir
tions, ostensibly experiencing lower levels of hig
frequency mechanical stimulation than the longitudin
direction, thus making the bone structure preferentia
stiffer in off-axis directions. The onlymCT parameter
that was capable of distinguishing structural changes
the three directions, mean intercept length~MIL !, was

FIGURE 7. Skewness values for normal „a… strain and „b…
stress distributions derived from all control and vibrated tra-
becular bone cubes in the three orthogonal directions. Mean
skewness values were significantly smaller in vibrated bone
cubes in both the medial–lateral „ML… and anterior–posterior
„AP… and direction.
t

-

unable to directly account for this phenomenon as M
was decreased by 8.3% (p,0.03) in the longitudinal
direction and by 3.3% (p50.2) and 4.1% (p,0.02) in
the anterior–posterior and medial–lateral directio
Given the complex relation between trabecular archit
ture and its directional stiffness, the inability of MIL t
predict changes in stiffness is little surprising and de
onstrates the need to mechanically assess struc
changes of bone’s adaptive response for a comprehen
intervention outcome evaluation.

While the smaller increase in bone stiffness in t
weight-bearing direction is counterintuitive from an e
gineering perspective, the mechanical adaptations in
axis directions may be particularly beneficial for redu
ing the risk of fracture as the direction of forces leadi
to fractures~e.g., during falling! also does not tend to
coincide with the direction of habitual loading event
Furthermore, a preferential off-axis increase in bo
stiffness would be consistent with a growing body
evidence that the primary goal of the adaptation of bo
to mechanical stimuli is not a reduction in peak stra
magnitude during habitual loading and that bone is s
sitive to other components of its mechanic
environment.4,9,10,15,19,27

The adaptations in off-axis directions also became
parent by comparing strain distributions~histograms! be-
tween control and vibrated animals as bone strain
stress histograms were more symmetrical in vibra
sheep except for the longitudinal direction in whic
strain ~stress! data from control sheep were already sym
metrically distributed. These data suggest that trabec
bone adapts to mechanical loading with site-specific
ditions of bone tissue that causes bone strain distri
tions to become more uniform in distribution~i.e., strain
magnitudes in trabecular elements take on predomina
intermediate values in a relative sense!. This goal of
achieving more uniform strain distributions during th
adaptive process is supported by the observation
stress and strain histograms were the least skewed in
predominant direction of habitual mechanical loadi
~longitudinal! and displayed the greatest skewness in
direction that experiences the least amount of load
during functional activities~medial–lateral!. While a
mechanosensory mechanism for such a relationship is
to be elucidated, it is interesting to note that stra
gradients, which have previously been suggested
guide the adaptive process in cortical and trabecu
bone,4,9,27 would be reduced in such a realignment
strain distributions.

No experimental variation is introduced by convertin
mCT voxels to finite element meshes and accur
meshes can be obtained at relatively low resolutions8,18

On the other hand, large variations may be associa
with mechanical testing itself13 as well as with storage
procedures of the specimens.2 Nevertheless, previous
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19Mechanical Adaptations to Vibrations
studies found high correlations between experiment
determined mechanical properties of trabecular bo
specimens and values computed by simulated
testing.7,11,14 Samples of our control group showed mo
erately high correlation coefficients between stiffne
data collected previously from mechanical compress
testing23 and our current stiffness data from simulated
testing. Correlations for vibrated sheep cubes, at leas
the longitudinal and medial–lateral direction, were low
The absolute magnitude of the tissue elastic modu
~input variable for FE analyses! had no direct effect on
the relative differences between treatment groups
cause all output data from FE models were normalized
the input variable and the same elastic modulus w
assumed for control and experimental bones.

Conceivably, the mechanical intervention nonu
formly altered the tissue elastic modulus between a
within experimental animals although histomorphomet
data indicated that remodeling activity in control as w
as in mechanically stimulated sheep was relatively low22

It is more likely, however, that the mechanical testi
procedure used previously was not sufficiently sensit
to detect altered stiffness values of experimental b
cubes in off-axis loading directions, rather than an inc
rect assumption of tissue homogeneity accounting for
differential results. While the elastic moduli in the thre
orthogonal directions obtained from simulated FE test
exhibited, as expected,12 a high degree of directionality
trabecular bone cubes that were subjected to mecha
testing did not display any degree of mechanical anis
ropy ~Fig. 8!. Furthermore, and in contrast to the m
chanical testing data, the magnitude of the three ela
moduli from each bone cube~both control and experi-
mental! as determined by FE testing was ranked in
consistent order from longitudinal~highest! to medial–
lateral ~lowest!. Nevertheless, further studies that m
include the microstructural assessment of bone mate

FIGURE 8. Comparison of apparent elastic trabecular moduli
from control sheep demonstrating a high degree of direc-
tionality for data from FE testing but not from mechanical
testing. For each testing procedure and direction, all data
points were normalized to the combined average apparent
modulus in the three directions.
l

l

properties ~e.g., nanoindentation! will be necessary to
explain the discrepancies observed between our
studies.

In summary, we found that altered trabecular bo
quantity and microarchitecture induced by low level m
chanical vibration produced large nonuniform increas
in mechanical stiffness in the three orthogonal directio
and decreased strain and stress levels throughout
vidual trabeculae for a given applied load. The morph
logical trabecular changes reduced skewness in the
tributions of stress and strain, perhaps a goal of
adaptive process of trabecular bone to increased
chanical loading. Taking together, these adaptations m
effectively protect the skeleton particularly from larg
off-axis loading events and lead to reduced fracture ra
the ultimate measure of any anabolic treatment w
clinical potential.
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